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Virginia Woolf once wrote that "Books
are the flowers or fruit stuck here and
there on a tree which has its roots
deep down in the earth of our earliest
life, of our first experiences." Since
the publication in 1972 of Quentin
Bell's Virginia Woolf: A Biography,
followed by the long-delayed publication of Woolf's letters, diaries, and
memoirs, Woolf's convictions about the
interrelationship of art and life have
been taken for granted by numerous literary scholars, and interpretation of
her work has been greatly enriched by
several studies attempting to integrate
the biographical and autobiographical
material into our understanding of the
f iction. Spilka's frankly psychoanalytic study (much of which has previously
appeared in article form) thus takes
its place beside others, such as Jean
0. Love's Virginia Woolf: Sources of
Madness and Art (1977), Phyllis Rose's
Woman of Letters: A Life of Virginia
Woolf (1978), and Roger Poole's The
Unknown Virginia Woolf (1978) which
demonstrate that Woolf's novels are,
among other things, strategies of selfdefinition and therapeutic acts. While
none of these critics comes to identical conclusions either about the "meaning" of the novels or about the particular significance of the "facts" of
Woolf 's life, all of them share a belief that the genuinely tra uma t ic
events of Woolf's childhood--particularly the early deaths of her mother
and her half-sister, Stella, and the
fact that she was sexually assaulted at
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a very early age by her half-brother
George Duckworth--produced lasting effects on her psyche and determined in
several ways the direction of her art.
For Spilka, the events surrounding the
death of her mother when Woolf was
thirteen provide the primary motive for
her fiction , and her work is , in effect,
a working out of the grief she was
unable to feel or express when she was
a child. Working with the material in
Bell's biography and, especially, with
Woolf's own reconstructions of her
earliest memories in "Reminiscences"
and "A Sketch of the Past" (both now
available in Moments of Being: Unpublished Autobiographical Writings,
edited by Jeanne Schulkind), Spilka
constructs a complex analysis of
Woolf's "heroic" struggle to come to
terms with "senseless death" in her
fiction and in her life.
As Spilka points out, Woolf's early experiences of death were nothing short
of catastrophic: both of her parents
had lost their first spouses, and for
her mother, Julia, especially, this was
felt as the loss of grand romance and
passion--or so the family legend held;
her mother's early death was accompanied by particularly morbid and extreme mourning rituals imposed on the
family by her father, Leslie Stephen,
and was followed within two years by
the death of Stella, shortly after her
marriage; a few years later Leslie died
and then her brother Thoby. Spilka
rightly argues that Woolf "was to take
all these ghosts with her into her futurity, at some cost to her sanity, and
to make heali ng fictions out of the
tensions between surface gaiety and
their unstilled claims."
But the real problem for Virginia

Woolf was not grief itself, but unworked, impacted 'g rief--feeling repressed and unacknowledged. ' Following
Freud's theory of the relationship between grief and depression (best articulated in his essay, "Mourning and
Melancholia") and Helene Deutsch's
later studies of the neurosis of absent
grief, Spilka argues that Woolf's madness--she suffered several severe
breakdowns throughout her life--her
fear of sexuality, and the elegaic
character of her art are all the result
of repressed grief. The young Virginia,
when taken to her mother's deathbed,
felt an irresistible and inappropriate
desire to Jaugh--a reaction she had to
hide from the people around her and for
which she felt guilt for many years.
On a second visit, she hallucinated a
man sitting next to Julia's bed--a man
Spilka identifies, on very slim evidence, as Herbert Duckworth, Julia's
first husband. This, combined with the
fact that while her mother lay dying
Virginia was forced to endure the sexual assaults of George Duckworth, created in Virginia's impressionable mind
a strongly ambivalent association Qf
death with sexual passion; Julia, in
death, was reunited with her lover-husband and, according to Spilka, "the
passionate love which her undemonstrative mother withheld from Leslie Stephen and which she reserved in Virginia's fantasy for her patient ghostly
lover, became the model for the passion
Virginia too withheld from all living
men, gave only fleetingly to living
women, and similarly reserved for her
own beloved ghosts. Thus her lifelong
inability to love--to achieve anything
like richly passionate fulfillment-seems to have been peculiarly intertwined with her lifelong inability to
grieve." And this, says Spilka, is the
basic material of her fiction.

Vinrace, dies of a mysterious fever
contracted in the jungle as she agrees
to marry Terrence Hewet, becomes in a
way the prototype for what Spilka calls
Woolf's "evasions" of romantic heterosexual passion, the source of which
evasion is to be found in her unworked
grief and childhood shame. Spilka
focuses most of his analysis on Woolf's
two most important novels, Mrs. Dalloway and To the Lighthouse. In Mrs.
Dalloway, according to his theory,
Woolf avoids direct confrontation with
grief by providing for Clarissa Dalloway her famous "double," Septimus Warren Smith, who does Clarissa's grieving
for her and whose suicide frees Clarissa for survival; in To the Lighthouse,
Woolf's most clearly autobiographical
novel, she recreates both of her parents in the figures of Mr. and Mrs.
Ramsay and, through Lily Briscoe, the
artist-heroine of the novel, finally
allows herself to come to terms, at
least momentarily, with the grief she
has repressed so long. These two novels Spilka sees as stages of delayed
grief-work which are only partially
successful but which do allow Woolf to
reconstruct in fictive form her inner
conflicts and, in part, to resolve
them. Following To the Lighthouse,
Woolf enters what Spilka calls her
"feminist period": she is freed from
her obsession with her mother and able
to indulge her androgynous vision in
Orlando and A Room of One's Own. And
in life, she is at least partly freed
from the terror of sexuality in her
affair with Vita Sackville-West, though
Spilka sees that fitful and fleeting
affair--and Woolf's lesbianism in general--as a sort of stop-gap adolescent
substitute for the genuine sexual fulfillment she might have achieved with
men had she earlier been able to work
out the grief she had never allowed
herself to feel.

Whether or not we accept Spilka's rather unsubstantiated speculation that the
man Virginia hallucinated at Julia's
bedside was in fact Herbert Duckworth,
it is certainly true that Woolf was
deeply troubled about both sexuality
and death and that the two seem indeed
intertwined in her mind. The death
scene in Woolf's first novel, The Voyage Out, in which the heroine, Rachel

Spilka, like most psychoanalytic critics, is less interested in the aesthetic integrity of a work of art than in
its success or failure as a manifestation of and psychological defense
against inner conflict. That inner conflict and his assessment of it in
Woolf's case are real enough, and Spilka does, I think, do justice to the
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complexity of it. We have Woolf's own
statements in her essay, "Professions
for Women," of her need to slay the
Angel in the House--the image of perfect womanhood she had inherited as
part of her late Victorian socialization--and her inability to come to
terms with her own sexuality. And
throughout her diaries and letters she
discusses the obsession with her dead
mother, an obsession she herself says
was laid to rest in the writing of To
the Lighthouse. But because Spilka~s
committed to the Freudian model of developmental psychology, leading, ideally, to the full maturity of heterosexual love and "romance," he inevitably
sees the earlier novels not so much as
successful solutions to present conflicts but as "evasions," as failures
to confront the real problem embedded
in her mother's death. In the complex
interaction between life and art, this
inevitably leads to underrating the
actual psychological "success" of each
novel and, perhaps more significantly,
to seriously unfair criticism of Woolf's
artistic achievement. For example,
Spilka sees the creation of Septimus
in Mrs. Dalloway as a "psycho-literary
cop-out" rather than as a rich device
(of which Woolf was justly proud) for
revealing the inner self of a character
who cannot afford to indulge her own
madness. Spilka would have Clarissa go
mad and commit the suicide that Septimus commits so that the true grief of
Virginia Woolf might be resolved. But,
clearly, that is not the story Woolf
wanted to tell. She was interested,
precisely, in how to survive in a world
in which death is threatening and sexual passion is felt to compromise the
integrity of selfhood; to call that a
cop-out is, I think, unfair both to the
literary and to the pyschological process. It is "forcing the privacy of
the soul"--the very sin he condemns in
the novel.

effects on the living. She disguises
the autobiography, displaces the grief,
and never fully accounts for Lily's
"spinsterly" refusal to marry. Spilka
maintains that Woolf did manage,
despite her evasiveness, to come to
terms with grief: "Not many of us,"
he writes, "are able to come to such
gratifying terms with our departed or
departing parents. But as Lily's borrowings from the author's life attest,
there is something missing in her artistic vision. Ideally, she would be
released now from spinsterhood"--in
other words, she would, at the end of
the novel, having confronted her grief
and had her vision, become a full participant in the "normal" world of romantic love and, indeed,. perhaps marry
Mr. Ramsay! So the Freudian model
would dictate. This interpretation
ignores a basic point in the novel-that Lily's "refusal" to marry is very
clearly deduced from her close observation of the tyranny of Mr. and Mrs.
Ramsay's marriage, combined with the
taunting phrase, "Women can't write,
Women can't paint," always echoing in
her mind. She understands that, under
the terms of her society, marriage and
romance are incompatible with art. By
characterizing Lily Briscoe as "a
spinsterly lady who likes to paint"
rather than as the serious visionary
artist Woolf intended, Spilka reveals
both the sexist and the heterosexist
bias of his entire argument and mars
the richness of his own conclusions.
Despite this and despite his unsubstantiated conclusion that Virginia Woolf
suffered from a lifelong inability to
love (by which he means, really an inability to engage in a "healthy," sexually active marriage with Leonard and
which ignores the very genuine love
Woolf had for her husband and her sister and her deep affections for her
friends), Spilka has certainly identified an important element in Woolf's
fiction and in her life. She was indeed an elegaic writer, and the ghosts
of the dead--especially Julia--haunted
her; her fear of male sexuality and of
the body was not unrelated to that, and
the nostalgia she felt for the world
of the "normal and natural" was continually at odds with her sense of

The same problem pertains in his analysis of To the Lighthouse. Here,
Spilka says, Woolf places the actual
death of Mrs. Ramsay in parentheses in
the midst of the famous "Time Passes"
section of the novel which Spilka sees
as an abstract and allegorical evasion
of the concreteness of death and its
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herself as an artist. The poignancy
of Woolf's grief and sense of loss are
omnipresent in her fiction, and her
suicide is surely evidence that her
fictive coping was not enough to save
her life. Spilka says that Woolf,
throughout her life, was made to reinact the death of her mother, "that initially severed bond, that end to early
sharing which left her with such a
poorly developed sense of selfhood that
she questioned even her own right to
live." Rather than focusing on Woolf's
failure to face her grief squarely
("like a man"?), more attention should
be paid to the aspects of her society
which made Woolf's personal and literary solutions ultimately unacceptable
even to her and led inevitably to her
own senseless death.

guished artistic development, Elizabeth
Arrnnons emphasizes the novelist's negative responses to the ebullience inherent in early twentieth century
beliefs about the inevitability of social and economic progress, and to official as well as popular optimism
about the freedom and power of the "new
woman." As Professor Arrnnons convincingly argues, Wharton frequently indulged in genuine misandry as she
consistently pointed to marriage as a
patriarchal trap, to American men as
conscious frauds who literally and figuratively "bought" infantile women in
preference to grown-up ones, and to
"troubled and troubling young women"
gored on the horns of heterosexual
dilerrnna. For Wharton's women, marriage
at best is confinement; at worst spiritual death. But in Wharton's world,
marriage is obligatory. Unmarried
women, certainly at the level of affluence with which Wharton was most
familiar, have literally no autonomy,
no useful function, no identity, no
security. Lily Bart (barter?) in The
House of Mirth refuses marriage and descends inexorably through increasingly
grubby stages of ostracism, poverty,
and emotional paralysis, to a final
equivocal suicide. In The Fruit of the
Tree (Wharton likes biblical titles and
imagery), marriage is antithetical to
the aspirations of the "new woman";
despite her idealism, intelligence, determination, and moral integrity, Justin Brent (justice bent? or burned?) is
demolished by a husband superficially
liberal and compassionate but ultimately
exposed as a towering symbol of male
arrogance, dishonesty, and selfishness.

Marlene Longenecker
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Arrnnons, Elizabeth.
Edith Wharton's Argument with
America.
Athens (Ga.): The University
of Georgia Press, 1980.

For well over thirty years, Edith Wharton has been defined by most "establishment" literary critics as a minor appendage of Henry James. Misreadings
and trivializations persist despite
palpable differences between the two in
intention, structure, style, and tone;
the fact that these writers shared similar economic backgrounds and social
and professional compatibility signals
to many critics and literary historians
(mostly male) that Wharton was surely
James's pupil and imitator: no woman.
the assumption goes, could have written
those novels and short stories without
the advice of a male mentor. Some
gross misinterpretations have been in
part corrected by R.W.B. Lewis' splendid
Wharton biography (1975); reappraisal
continues in Professor Elizabeth Ammons'
terse and serious examination of Edith
Wharton's work in the context of the
Progressive Era and of "feminism's ferment and failure in America in the decades surrounding the Great War."

In The Reef, Wharton articulates the
paradox confronting women under capitalism: in Arrnnons' words, "freedom for
anyone requires economic security; economic security for women required marriage; marriage required loss of freedom for women." Wharton's fiction, as
Professor Arrnnons indicates, amply illustrates the theories of Charlotte
Perkins Gilman and Thorstein Veblen
about the waste of women's genius and
energy in dull and repetitive domestic
rituals required by their patriarchally
and capitalistically mandated function
as vicarious cPnsumers.

Without neglecting Wharton's long aprrentireship and subsequently distin-
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since The Tenth Muse and Several Poems
first appeared in 1650 and 1678, respectively. But the most recent scholarship has served to fix Bradstreet
securely as a major American woman
poet. Interest in the latter half of ·
the twentieth century occurs chiefly
as the result of two intellectual movements. The so-called revisionist
historicism begun by Samuel Eliot Morison and Perry Miller, among others,
divested Puritanism of the drab cloak
imposed by nineteenth century historians and literary critics, through
examination of the complex interplay
of politics, religion, and culture.
Feminist criticism, with its focus upon
the question of the relationship between art and gender, has recovered and
reassessed the achievement of women
writers in light of the particular cultural and historical forces at work.
For such a scholar as Ann Stanford, revisionist historicism and feminist
criticism appear to work together to
render what is now the standard critical opinion of Bradstreet's position in
American letters:

Wharton had indeed a lifetime argument
with popular American beliefs about
money and marriage. But, curiously,
after World War I she wholeheartedly
adopted a "motherhood mystique" and
lapsed into some unbelievably shoddy
polemics in support of unbridled reproduction of the "right people"-white, Protestant, Anglo-Saxon. Professor Anunons attributes Wharton's
unfortunate gear-shifting to the trauma
of war (she was deeply and painfully
involved in relief work in France, her
adopted country) and to her postwar
conviction that the survival of Western
culture would be in constant jeopardy
unless women produced more and more
babies to be trained from infancy to
preserve civilized (read "conservative") values. Wharton herself was the
childless wife of an inept and impotent
but socially impeccable parasite, whom
she reluctantly (scandal!) divorced in
1913.
Elizabeth Anunons' surefooted analysis
of Edith Wharton's fiction in social,
economic, and political contexts is an
important contribution to literary
criticism, to feminist studies, and to
cultural history. Purists among contemporary literary critics often contend
that there is no need to move beyond
the text to evaluate a work of fiction,
but surely writers do not function in
vacuo; the study of literature is enriched by (and in turn enriches) our
understanding of social, political, and
intellectual ambience.

She stands at the very beginning of that divergence of
American from British literature which was to grow ever
wider as Americans identified
their unique concerns and represented them in their own
forms.
. Though isolated in
space, she was never isolated in
time. Her writing contains the
tensions, somewhat in still
shadowy forms, that remained
long in American life and literature. She is the civilized
European facing the wilderness;
she is the colonial gradually
gaining roots in the new land
and finally sloughing off the
old world . . • . She represents
the right, still sought for
woman to shape her own potential
beyond the confines of an ordained role.

Mildred Munday
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McElrath, Joseph R., Jr.
and Allan P. Robb, Eds.
The Complete Works of Anne
Bradstreet.
Boston: Twayne Publishers,
1981.

Numerous books and articles, including
two editions (one abridged) of Bradstreet's poetry and prose and a photoreprint of The Tenth Muse,attest to the
vigorous interest in Anne Bradstreet
over the past fifteen years. To be
sure, Bradstreet has never lacked a
reading audience or critical response

("Anne Bradstreet," in Early American
Literature, Everett Emerson,ed. Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
1972,pp. 33-4).
Into this critical current comes the
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latest contribution to Bradstreet
studies, McElrath and Robb's edition
of the complete works. Released in
March of 1981, The Complete Works of
Anne Bradstreet is an impressive volume
that presents the Bradstreet canon in
four parts. All of the first edition
verse appears under the headings "The
Tenth Muse Poetry," while the material
on the second posthumous edition comes
under "The Several Poems Poetry." In
this second category, the editors omit
the poems that were duplicated from
The Tenth Muse, treating them later as
emended versions of questionable authorship. The third and fourth sections consist of mainly prose material
from the Andover Manuscripts, which the
editors have called "In Anne's Hand"
and "In Simon's (the poet's son's)
Hand." The volume also contains a
critical introduction, a textual apparatus, and appendix reproducing the
commendatory verse that appears in both
The Te nth Muse and Several Poems. In
all, Th e Complete Works consists of 533
pages, over half of which is taken up
by the apparatus alone.

concluded that absolute certainty was
impossible, and he argued that a critical edition was needed to separate what
could safely be called Bradstreet's
verse from the adulterations by alien
hands. After all, McElrath asserted,
accurate and informed scholarship depended upon a reliable text, which he
aimed to provide by a meticulous fidelity to the facts as he knew them.
Five years later, The Complete Works
is a monument to McElrath's conspiracy
theory. The confusing and self-contradictory introduction gives evidence
that McElrath's priestly fervor (tinged
in 1977 by a slight paranoia) to obtain
a pure text has sprung full bloom into
a polemical fana ticism that inveighs
against virtually all that has been
said about Bradstreet in the last fifteen years. Claiming that recent
scholarship has founded itself upon a
false assumption about the variations
in the verse (that they were in fact
Bradstreet's revisions), McElrath
lashes out against feminist scholars
especially. Lauding his own "conservative editorial reaction" to Bradstreet,
McElrath asserts that feminist criticism is less "bookish" than his strictconstructionism and insinuates that
feminist scholars are a nasty c r ew who
would do well with a stiff course in
textual editing. One wonders whether
he actually read any of the scholarship
about which he generalizes so inscrutably.

The Complete Works began its life as a
rescue mission of sorts. In 1976
McElrath (in Seventeenth-Century News,
Summe r-Fall, 1976) expressed a great
deal of agitation over what he felt
were the textual ravages brought about
by the well-intentioned but flawed efforts of Bradstreet's previous editors,
principally John Harvard Ellis (1867),
Jos ephine Piercy (1965), and Jeannine
Hense ly (1967). He fretted over their
hapha zard treatment of accidentals, and
he positively cringed at their acceptance of the variations in the duplicated ve rse as revisions that Bradstree t herse lf made. Recalling that
Bradstreet left no record of her "int e ntions" for either The Tenth Muse
or Several Poems--much less of her revision practices--McElrath reasoned
that the texts which the twentieth
century had come to assume were entire ly
Bradstreet's were in effe c t "un-criti- .
cal. " How could one be absolute ly certain, he demanded, that the poet's
family, friends, and seventeenth-century editors hadn't altered the lines
to suit their own purp01:;e s? McElrath

What all of this pother has to do with
Bradstreet's poetry is equally inscrutable. McElrath and Robb would not
have had to admit the "revisions" in
order to see what everyone else, including the non- feminist Samuel Eliot
Morison, has acknowl edged to be the
pe rceptible shi f t f rom public to private voice (as evidence d chi efly in
Bradstreet's choice of genres) and the
partic ular di f fi c ultie s encountered by
women who wa nted more than just a domesti c role. The editors are espe cially ob t us e on the second point : r efusing to explor e the i mp l i cations in
Bradstreet's outbursts against the tyranny of men, McElrath and Robb int e r pre t such poems as "The Prologue " as
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containing "nonsense the stuff from
which jokes are made." Would the editors have said that Anne Hutchinson,
too, was just joking?

themes in LeGuin's works as the rejection
of social Darwinism in favor of anarchy
and the emphasis on androgyny as a cure
for the political and psychological evils
of polarities. LeGuin's use of Jungian
psychology is well-documented in several
of the essays, as is her emphasis on
Taoist thought. Although three of the
essays are written by women, there
is insufficient attention paid to
LeGuin's theories as applied particularly
to feminist politics.

In the introduction to The Complete
Works, McElrath and Robb provide a case
study in superficial scholarship, baffling logic, and worst of all, insensitivity to the subject of their
editorial effort. As a text, The Complete Works is valuable, but as a
contribution to Bradstreet scholarship,
it is seriously misguided and misleading. Indeed, McElrath's original
intention to generate accurate and informed scholarship seems to have failed
in his own case. The accusation that
recent scholars have absorbed their
ideas about Puritanism from Hugh Hefner, the suggestion that the authors of
the Literary History of the United
States are feminists, and the allegation that criticism of the Puritan
patriarchy is nothing more than rank
bias can hardly be considered solid
scholarly opinion. Much less do the
editors' platitudes about Bradstreet as
a writer of "unquestionably major status" (equal, they say, to Washington
Irving) serve to shed fuller light on
the questions of the development of
American poetry and the development of
a tradition of women's poetry in the
United States--issues that are of crucial interest to serious students of
Anne Bradstreet.

Barbara Rigney
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This first full-length critical study
of the fiction of the late Jean Rhys
(1894-1979) is intelligent, thorough
within its self-imposed limitations,
and sympathetic. Staley briefly
traces the known facts of Rhys' life.
Born in the West Indies (the setting
of some of her work), she attended a
convent school and later went to live
in England, where she married three
times and had a daughter. Ford Madox
Ford "launched her career and taught
her a great deal about writing fiction,
but it was also his relationship with
her that confirmed her deepest suspicions about her own feminine vulnerability" and the male exploitation that
became the theme of most of her work.
Only in her seventies, with the publication of Wide Sargasso Sea, the novel
about the early life of the mad wife
from Jane Eyre, did she become, at
last, a famous writer.

Maria Garcia-Rouphail
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Staley, Thomas F.
Jean Rhys: A Critical
Study.
Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1979.

Olander, Joseph D. and Martin
Harry Greenbert, Eds.
Ursula K. LeGuin.
New York: Taplinger, 1979.

This group of critical essays is extremely useful in paving the way to an understanding of and appreciation for Ursula
LeGuin's complexities. All of LeGuin's
major fiction is explored, with special
attention focused on The Left Hand of
Darkness and The Dispossessed, both recognized as LeGuin's greatest contributions to the intellectualization of science fiction.

Staley clearly analyzes Rhys's novels
and short stories, making astute observations. Her heroines have "their
imagination and consciousness formed
by the experience of living in a society where their lives seem set apart,
limited, and ultimately unresponsive
to the rhythms of life . • • • They are
without career ambitions, education, or
the particular talents to compete in a
world designed from masculine values
and geared to masculine talents." But

The various essays analyze such recurrent
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although these women have been "crippled permanently by life," we also see
"a new consciousness forming . . . one
imbued with an awareness that women
must share equally in life's promises
and defeats, and if they do not, human
life itself is lessened and even malformed."

complexities and contradictions, and
the use of the mammy role to elevate
the antebellum white lady.
Christian also traces "the rise and
fall" of the mulatta heroine in numerous novela from Clotel (1861) to The
Street (1945). The portrayal of a
mulatta heroine was the black writer's
attempt to deal with the shame of
blackness and the desire for whiteness
which equalled beauty, charm, and propriety. With the writing of Hurston's
Their Eyes Were Watching God, Christian
notes a change in the concept of "the
proper mulatta." Hurston's heroine,
Janie, does not take pride in the difference which her n:ulatta status gives
her; instead she refuses to define herself as a prize among blacks.

Rhys's stature in the literary world
seems assured: "it has come to be recognized that her book explores with
compassion and a rare intelligence the
panic and emptiness of modern life and
it does this within the consciousness
of the female."
Janet Overmyer
WOMEN'S
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Christian, Barbara.
Black Women Novelists.
Westport, Conn.: Greenwood
Press, 1980.

Janie's rejection of the mulatta stereotype heralds a new day for black
female fictional heroines created by
black female writers. Christian tells
us in three full chapters (encompassing
Section II, "A Promise Song") that
Paule Marshall, Toni Morrison and Alice
Walker create more realistic characters
in response to such stereotypes as the
sapphire (from the "Amos 'n' Andy" show)
as well as the manuny-become-matriarch
and the mulatta.

Barbara Christian's study looks at social conditions from the last decade of
the nineteenth century up to 1976 and
examines how these conditions have been
revealed and recreated in the novels of
Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, Jessie
Faust, Jean Toomer, Zora Neale Hurston,
Margaret Walker, Paule Marshall, Toni
Morrison, and Alice Walker. Many of
these writers may be unknown to the
majority of black and white readers;
thus serious attention to them is long
overdue.

Sometimes Christian's chapter titles
and terms are more decorative than
functional. For example, in her discussion of Marshall's Browngirl, Brownstones and The Chosen Place, The Timeless People, the meaning of terms such
as "character" and "culture," and the
interaction between the two, is nebulous. Terms such as inner and outer
worlds or private and public selves of
the heroine might clarify Christian's
exposition. Similarly, in her discussion of Morrison's two early novels,
the use of the word fable is unclear.
Often one is not sure whether my th,
fable, nature, and ritual are equivalent or distinct terms for what is at
work in The Bluest Eyes and Sula.

The historical progression of black
women's novels which Christian traces
is not unlike the historical development of other Western world fiction
writing insofar as it is a movement
from creation of static, representative, or stereotypical characters to
the creation of individualities. But
in the particular case of black women,
the burdens of slavery and the dominant white male patriarchal system
which continues after slavery are issues which black women writers have had
to confront. These writers have had to
reckon with the dominant equations of
whiteness and beauty, whiteness and
normality. They have had to struggle
against prevalent images of black women
such as the slave mammy with all of its

Christian' s di scussion come s into its
own in her examination of Walker's
The Third Life of Grange Copeland and
Meridian. The metaphor of "quilts-bits and pieces of used material
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rescued from oblivion for 0veryday use"-seems highly appropriate to Walker's
writing. Christian proceeds to delineate how aspects of Walker's novela
"continually stitch a fabric of the
everyday violence that is committed
against her characters and that they
commit upon one another in their search
for regeneration." The chapter on
Walker's novels is at once the most
lucid and most impassioned statement
in Christian's book.

lenging the very definition of woman
and are beginning to project their own
definitions of themselves as a means of
transforming the content of their own
communities' views on the nature of
woman and therefore on the nature of
life."
Christian's study should have done more
to make us aware of how black women
novelists are redefining "woman" and
"the nature of life." Morrison's Song
of Solomon (published when Christian
had almost completed her study) has
hardly become the fulfillment of "A
Promise Song" in the sense of Christian's final chapter. Morrison's novel
remains in the insular or ghettoized
circle which breeds violence and incest
no less than that portrayed in Ralph
Ellison's Invisible Man. In addition,
Christian might have shown us how
Walker's Meridian attempts to redefine
woman and the way the black woman struggles to find her place in the larger
American society. Although her approach
is largely sociological in all three
chapters of "A Promise Song," Christian
not once mentions the positive implications of the novels for American culture as a whole with its various racial
and ethnic populations. This is a serious flaw, for however segregated these
populations may be, it is unrealistic
to pretend that groups live in vacuums
or only in a negative relation to other
groups and to society as a whole.

In spite of minor terminology problems,
Christian's work is useful as a much
needed introduction to black women novelists and the cultural and historical
milieu of their texts. The discussion
of the artistry of the novelists is
sometimes blurred through Christian's
method of organization within the chapters and through her dominant attention
to ideas and themes as a reflection of
social conditions; however, the more
serious problem with this study seems
to be that of audience. It is unfortunate, though quite understandable,
that a literary study published as late
as 1980 is apparently conceived with an
audience of mainly black readers in
view. While it is perhaps absurd to
review Christian's study as though it
concerned works that are in the American mainstream of attention, it is
equally absurd for a reviewer or critic
of so-called ethnic literature to write
as though there is no larger American
society to reckon with except in some
negative manner. The question of audience is crucial. How many readers-black or white, male or female--pay
attention to Morrison, Marshall, Hurston, Walker, much less to earlier
black women writers? Can Christian's
book motivate serious and sustained interest in these novelists? I seriously
doubt its ability to make an impact on
a variety of readers.

Yet, for all of my objections to this
limitation of Christian's focus, there
is much clarity and intelligence in her
study. It has a strong sense of his tory and of the detrimental effect of
stereotyping of black women. Black
Women Novelists examines highly important issues which have concerned black
women writers, issues which are ultimately crucial to the definition and
experience of femaleness, blackness,
whiteness, freedom, and dignity. Perhaps it was necessary that Christian's
work break and clear the ground, recognizing the entities of black women as
fictional heroines and as writers so
they may be transformed into dynamic
individual presences in their own social and literary communities.

In her final brief chapter, "Pass It
On," Christian states that black women
novelists give attention to their own
communities. If this is all these novelists do, then the failure to reach a
broad readership is less the flaw of
Christian's study than the flaw of
these writers. Christian maintains,
however, that black women "are chal-

Elaine U. Pugh
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Bell, Roseann, Bettye J.
Parker, and Beverly Guy-Sheftall, Eds.
Sturdy Black Bridges: Visions
of Black Women in Literature.
New York: Anchor Books, 1979.

This book is a resurrection of positive
images of black women both in and outside of literature that have gone unnoticed by an insensitive system that
has not perceived the images on a level
"commensurate with historical truths."
Black women are victims of both racism
and sexism. Frequently, western white
critics from various disciplines have
offered fragmented judgments and inadequate conceptualizations in their attempt to define the black female in
literature and to interpret the traditional role of the black woman within
the family from sociological and historical perspectives. Significant black
female writers have often been omitted
from anthologies that relied heavily
upon black male writers to portray the
black experience. Because of such undue
neglect and misinterpretation of the
black female, the editors have put together this 422-page book, using an
eclectic approach to the study of the
black experience while focusing upon
black women in America and throughout
the Diaspora. The book presents these
images from three perspectives.
Part One "The Analytical Vision," is a
critical reassessment of the images of
black women as seen through the eyes of
black male and female writers. The task
of these essays is to redefine the black
woman's sense of self and her ability to
channel the frustrations brought about
by hostile forces into creative energy.
The antebellum stereotypes of breeder,
concubine, mammy, and mule are inadequate definitions, as are the stereotypes of black eve or madonna stemming
from black male writers' portrayal of
the black mother.
The revelations in Part Two, "The Conversational Vision," offer insights into
the creative visions of Toni Morrison,
Ann Petry, Arthenia Bates, and Toni Cade
Bambara. These writers discuss how they
use literature to reflect the experiences
of black women and how literarv critir i.c: n1
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is attracted to th e i r crea t i ve product.
This section also con t ain s conversations
with Addison Gayle and George Kent, two
prominent black male critics, as well as
interviews by editor Bettye Parker with
f ive Mississippi neighbor women of
"venerable ages and wisdoms."
The primary works, including poems,
plays, short stories, and monologues on
black women written by well known and upcoming black male a nd female writers make
up Part Three, "The Creat i ve Vision."
The images here encourage cross-cultural
comparisons since black women are depicted in different circumstances and in
different cultures. Numerous photographs
and illustrations of black women and
children in various situations complement
the dominant theme of the book. The 38page selective bibliography is a handy
reference source.
One problem with this book is that it
tries to do too much. The coverages of
the various cultures are uneven in each
section. Much of the attention is given
to the Afro-American f ema le with hardly
any mention of the Caribbean woman. In
cutting across cultures, there is a danger of over generalizing and overlooking
variables that create differences between cultures.
Sturdy Black Bridges does not purport to
be the correct interpretation of the
black female experience nor does it
claim to resolve the problem of critical
negligence. It does not suggest that
black women writers should be treated
separately in our examination of black
literature, nor does it claim that only
black women writers can create multidimensional black female characters. This
innovative study will perhaps steer the
scholarship concerning the black female
in a new direction. It demands that we
enlarge our vision and understanding as
we attempt to define what the black
female is saying.
Carol Taylor
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Women in Latin American Literature: A Symposium.
Amherst: University of
Massachusetts, June 1979.

Thi-.. ne e ,is i ,,n.-i L P; pe r (Program in La t in

American Studies Occasionsl Papers
Series No. 10) includes three brief
studies that were presented at a FiveCollege Symposium on "Women in Latin
American Literature" held at the University of Massachusetts in the spring
of 1979.
"Women in Latin America: Their Role
as Writers and Their Image in Fiction"
by Martha Paley Francescato studies
the problems and stereotypes against
which Latin American women have been
fighting. Paley Francescato starts
her analysis by presenting the first
and most talented woman writer in Latin
America, the Mexican Sor Juana Ines de
la Cruz (1648-1695). Sor Juana's chief
goal in life--to attend the university
--was impossible to achieve because of
her sex. Women in 17th century Mexico
were not allowed to have a university
education. In fact, women had to wait
more than two centuries to gain acceptance into Latin American universities. Owing to Sor Juana's sex and
position in Mexican society (which
Paley Francescato does not mention),
the only way she could write and
further her education was through the
life of the convent.
Sor Juana's extreme intelligence produced works unsurpassed both in theme
and style by any other writer of the
Baroque movement in all Latin America
and Spain. Although critics admire
her philosophical prose and metaphysical poetry, some of them explain her
talent by accusing her of having male
characteristics. While others have
recognized her greatness without objections, Paley Francescato believes
"it is more a gesture of acknowledgement to an exceptional woman."
Only the exceptionally talented women
writers have merited critical consideration. Paley Francescato also names
several good women writers from the
19th century to the present who have
not received the recognition they deserve because they have not conformed
to the stereotypes that society has
created for them. Critics expected
women to follow established conventions.
For example, the Chilean poet Gabriela
Mistral, who was the first writer to

receive the Nobel Prize for literature
in Latin America (1945), wrote about
themes expected from a woman. The
majority of her poems dealt with children and maternal love. This theme was
aiso very acceptable to the male writers, even the most progressive, who
contributed to the permanence of the
feminine stereotype: women are passive,
weak, intellectually deficient and,
therefore, need to depend on men.
The second paper, "Jorge Amado's Heroines and the Ideological Double
Standard" by Daphne Patai, is based on
the novel Tereza Batista Home from the
Wars, 1972 (published in the U.S. in
1975). Patai sees Tereza Batista as
a good example of what Frederic Jameson has called an ideological double
standard. Jorge Amado, following his
writing tradition, protests against
the oppression of the poor and especially of women. But at the same time,
Amado searches "to provide entertainment at any price, even if it means
the acceptance and hence reinforcement
of many cliches." Tereza, the main
character of the novel, is not quite
13 years old when she is sold by her
aunt to Justo, a brutal and crude man
Throughout
1who owns a local store.
the novel Tereza's value is emphasized
by men's interest in her: "she is
able to retain Justo (her rapist) for
more than two years," and Emiliano, a
man of high social standing lives with
her for six years (until he dies).
Tereza, the heroic figure of this
novel, is nonetheless assimilated into
the traditional male vision of femininity.
Amado's representation of women plays
an important role in his popularity
with the middle and upper classes, his
main audience, in spite o f his social
criticism. Patai says the reason for
this popularity must be that "male
readers are assured by his evident commitment to the status quo in that most
fundamental of issues: men's domination of women." Women readers, however, are also fond of Amado's novels
because of his beliefs in women's sexual freedom. By adopting such a position, Amado makes it difficult fo r
readers to see beyond appearances to

the real relationships between men and
women that are present in his novels.
Only by understanding the ideological
double standard which Amado uses in his
novels can we realize that "he seems to
want his women to be ever better, lustier partners to his men."
The third and last paper, "Manuel
Puig's Heartbreak Tango: Women and
Mass Culture" by Ellen McCracken, is a
serious study of Puig's use of mass and
high cultural forms and their effects
on women. McCracken contends that in
Heartbreak Tango: A Serial, Puig
wishes to develop a critique of mass
cultural forms from within and through
these forms themselves. While he presents the effects of mass culture on
men, Puig pays special attention to its
influence on women of varying socioeconomic positions. By working with
those forms which traditionally have
been addressed to women- - popular songs,
radio programs, magazines, movies, ad vertisements, etc. --Puig offers women
readers an opportunity to see how
these forms work. The novel's themes
and serial episodes help to illuminate
mass culture's manipulative and negative effects on women, but Puig fails,
according to McCracken, to reach "one
of the groups most affected by mass
culture," lower and middle class women.
As the novel is not actually a serial,
it "ultimately functions as high culture" (whi ch is directed to a small
s e ctor of elite society that is taught
to appreciate it) and therefore has a
limited readership. But the main reason, in my opinion, for Puig's failure
in this book is that his parody of the
mass cultural forms is permeated with
his strong nostalgia for them. McCracken points out women's (and even
Puig's) difficulty in escaping from the
traps of mass cultural forms, one of
the most powerful weapons with which
society controls women's behavior.
Women writers and women's images in
the works of men are seen in these
three papers as stereotypes of a patriarchal society; by stre s s ing this
problem they invite women to react
against it. Even those male writers
who try to show the failure and unfairness of the social system of their

countries, as in the case of Jorge
Amado, end up accepting the traditional
concept of women as beings who need
men's protection.
Maria Rosa Olivera-Williams
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Mohrmann, Renate, Ed.
Frauenemanzipation im
deutschen Vormarz: Texte
und Dokumente.
Stuttgart: Reclam, 1978.

This is an unusual and valuable collection of texts which presents for the
first time excerpts from feminist
writings of German women authors of the
1840's. These largely unknown figures
include Fanny Lewald, Louise Dittmar,
Louise Otto-Peters, Louise Aston, Ida
Hahn-Hahn and Mathilde Franziska Anneke,
among others. Some texts are complete
essays; others are passages from popular novels with all the idiosync rasies
of this genre. Yet the subjects themselves are so vitally important and so
intensely addressed that unevenness of
quality in the writings can be tolerated.
The book is divided into four main
areas: Protest gegen die vernachlassigte
Madchenerziehung, Playdoyer fur die
Entfaltung der weiblichen Personlichkeit,
Absage _fan die herrschende Konvenienzehe,
and Playdoyer fiir die weibliche
Berufstatigkeit. Within the framework
of this fairly intimate subj e ct matter
there are some touching, some shocking,
many messianic, and a few funny passages. For example, despite the seriousness of her plea, the reader may
well smile wryly at the real or assumed
naivete of Louise Aston when she expresses surpris e at being r ef used an
e xtension of he r res ide nce pe rmit in
the Berlin of 1846 simply because she
smokes cigars, dresses in men's clothing, has original views on religion
and marriage, and moves freely in an
othe rwise stri c tly stratified society.
As a George Sand, Berlin style , Louise
Aston had a me t e ori c , but unde rstandably short, reign in the provincial
Berlin of her time.
As essays and fictional excerpts f ol-

low one another in this anthology,
they reveal a picture of such constriction in every aspect of life,
such impoverishment of the mind and
spirit that the book becomes a moving
document in the growing literature of
women.
The reader unfamiliar with nineteenth
century Germany receives good prefatory information from the editor,
Renate Mohrmann, who has published
other titles about women of this
period. Particularly interesting and
important is the bio-bibliographical
information provided at the end of the
volume. It should stimulate further
research in several areas as scholars
respond to the need for more balance
and accuracy in evaluating nineteenth
century German life and letters.
Erlis Glass
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Gordon, Mary.
The Company of Women.
New York: Random House, 1980.

Mary Gordon is a superb storyteller.
She knows how to fashion a tale,in this
case one peopled with interesting, complex women who manage to stick together
both as friends and as disciples of ·
an aging and domineering, but insecure
priest. Gordon tells the story through
lively, though unevenly paced,dialogue
and narrative, and she does it so
skillfully that the reader is well into
the novel before it becomes apparent
that this book is a philosophical
statement of American Catholicism and
its somewhat schizophrenic impact on
women, especially feminists.
Reading this book, I was struck with
the feeling that I was encountering
a female Graham Greene. Gordon's
characters, like those of Greene,
wrestle with the rightness or wrongness
of traditional Catholic doctrine and
the ultimate struggle to reconcile human "nature" and moral issues. In her
earlier book, Final Payments, and now
with The Company of Women, Gordon tells
two tales: one of the people she so
fastidiously shapes and one of the in-

fluence that particular aspects or interpretations of Catholic doctrine have
had, not just on her characters, but on
many practicing (or formerly practicing) Catholics. Whether Mary Gordon is
a feminist as well as a Catholic is
certainly up for interpretation, but in
this book, as in her first one, Gordon
seems to be saying that Catholicism
can and, in some cases, is strangling
women; that if we follow what is
preached and, as do the women in this
book, what is practiced, we surrender
too much of ourselves. Gordon seems to
indicate, but slightly hedges in saying
it absolutely, that feminism and Catholicism cannot mix. She certainly says
that if they do mix, the brew is bitter.
It boils to the point of overflow and
imposes an impossible burden.
The Company of Women involves the long
--and long suffering--relationships
among five women who have become
friends of Father Cyprian, and who allow him and their perceptions of his
judgments to dominate their lives.
One of these women has a daughter,
Felicitas, who becomes the center of
all their lives including Cyprian's.
Felicitas grows up in her unrealistic,
female world, with the stern and uncompromising Cyprian as her only male
friend. In fact, Cyprian is the only
male she knows. He shapes Felicitas'
intellectual growth and leads her to
the world of ideas--one that is devoid
of friends, emotions, expectations, and
responsibilities. The five women, including her mother, sit back, cluck,
and assure themselves and each other
that they have done the best for Felicitas. They have made her the vessel
of all their hopes and dreams; she is
the person they would be, and one whom
Cyprian would approve of and love.
Of course, it does not work out quite
according to plan. Felicitas goes away
to the university, slowly realizes the
strangeness of her life, and tries to
mold it into the framework of the lives
of fellow students and professors.
There comes the rub. Felicitas stumbles; as she "gives way" to the human
emotional self, we see the decline of
the virginal symbol of pure intellect,
pure love, pure devotion to God as He is

explained by Cyprian.
The story does not end there: we are
given a glimpse into the adjustments
all the characters make After the Fall,
as it were, and into the beginning of
a new generation. Told by a less
skillful writer, this story would be
hard; it could be dull; it could be a
harangue. But Gordon has an exquisite
sense of humor as well as total control of her characters and her story.
She knows where she wants to lead us,
and the path she creates is genuinely
interesting with its curves, hills and
valleys. Nothing is simple for Gordon's characters, as indeed life is not
simple. Gordon has a writing style and
skill which tries to unravel complex
issues, and most of the time she succeeds. One waits eagerly to see where
she will travel next.
Mary Irene Moffitt
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Lessing, Doris.
The Sirian Experiments: The
Report by Ambien II, of the
Five. Canopus in Argos:
Archives .
New York: Knopf, 1981.

This third novel in Doris Lessing's controversial space fantasy series, Canopus in Argos, will be read by only the
most devoted of Lessing fans. The Sirian
Experiments represents the most ponderous
and least exciting of Lessing's vehicles
for moral didacticism and social criticism to date.
Perhaps the problem lies in the narrator,
an almost immoral, god-like woman, an
official of the planet Siria sent to
Shikas ta (earth) to observe societies and
events over the stages of human history.
Certainly, Lessing intends a bibdungsroman, a depiction of the education and
growing moral sensitivity of this narrator, Ambien II. As a character, however,
Ambien II is simply not sufficiently interesting for her education to b e of
concern, Lessing having denied h er a
potential for the most human of tragedies, death. Although she shares this
quality of immortality with the gods and
goddesses of classical literature, Ambien

II lacks their dramatic function: she
never changes the course of events, never
becomes involved in the dilemmas of individual human beings. She sees the
world from a great distance that is both
physical and psychological; she is merely
an observer as she muses over the frailties of human beings from the vantage
of her space bubble which hovers in
pristine perfection above the rabble. So
Lessing directs the reader's attention,
not to individual human tragedies, but to
faceless masses rendered anonymous by
historical and narrative perspective.
Like Ambien II, we are denied involvement, empathy.
Earth itself, in Lessing's terms, is such
a thoroughly reprehensible place that the
reader is hard pressed to give a damn
about its fate. Having no free will and
therefore no moral responsibility, its
inhabitants are denied the first essential of tragic stature and therefore of
literary interest. Shikastans are mere
microbes, floating without recognition
between the manichean forces (Canopus
for good and Shamrnat for evil) which rule
the universe. As Ambien II observes,
earth is "a squalid and unsatisfactory
planet full of brutes who could be r e lied
upon for only one thing--to kill each
other on one pretext or another at the
first opportunity."
Seen from the bubble of Lessing's moral
superiority, both the world and this
novel are, indeed, most unsatisfactory.
Barbara Rigney
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Pym, Barbara.
Quartet in Autumn.
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The Sweet Dove Died.
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A Glass of Blessings.
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A Few Green Leaves.
New York: E.P . Dutton
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Excellent Women.

Barbara Pym was a novelist par excellence, whose work sutferE:d a sixt eenyear setbac k. Lrltical]y popular in

England between 1950 and 1961, she saw
her seventh novel rejected so many
times that she gave up writing to concentrate on her civil service job.
When The Times Literary Supplement
asked its readers who they felt was the
most underrated writer over the past
75 years, Pym was the only writer to
receive more than one vote. This
sparked a resurgence of interest in her
work, and before her death in January
1980, she wrote three more novels which
Dutton, praise be, is in the process of
issuing in America.
How she could have been so neglected is
a mystery. While she writes of the
"small" moments in everyday life, in
common with the best novelists, she has
the genius for making these moments
speak volumes. Her frequent subject
matter is the single woman, clergymen
("too churchy" was one stupid rejection
of her work), and friendships which
remain just that yet enrich both parties. For instance, in A Glass of
Blessings a married woman is interested
in an eligible bachelor who takes a
male roommate. Period. The woman does
not know the truth of the situation,
and neither does the reader who may
infer whatever s/he wishes. Pym's tact
is a refreshing change from the fiction
that treats us to more sexual gropings
than we want. Like Chekhov, Pym gets
some of her effect from what her characters do not say or do.
Quartet in Autumn de a ls movingly with
four old people whose lives are ending
with dignity and some humor. Excellent
Women tells of a thirtyish single woman
who is "not for marrying . . . a positive rather than a negative state."
Capable of dealing with "most of the
stock situations or even the great moments of lif e--birth, marriage , death,
the successful jumble sale, the garden
fete spoilt by bad weather," she moves
through life serenely coping, without
being seen as a meddler. The Sweet
Dove Died is something of a departure,
the heroine being a woman who is not
so much likable as fascinating. She
feels herself superior to others, regarding her women friends as "less
attractive and elegant than she was."
Yet we empathize with her even as she

tries our patience. A Few Green Leaves
presents a large cast of characters
who enhance village life with their
eccentricities, joys, and problems.
Pym's books are tart and witty, deeply
revealing of the human heart, and just
plain fun to read. One of her characters says, "the position of an unmarried, unattached, ageing woman is
of no interest whatever to the writer
of modern fiction." The more fool he.
Pym has shown what should not have to
be proved--that such a woman is a fascinating subject for fiction. Miss
her work and you are missing one of
this century's finest writers.
Janet Overmyer
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Hoffman, Nancy and Florence How
Women Working: An Anthology
of Stories and Poems.
Old Westbury, N. Y.: Feminist
Press, 1979.

Women Working is an anthology of 34 short
stories and poems edited by Nancy Hoffman
and Florence Howe with input from the
many women who work at Feminist Press.
As indicated by the title, the stories
and poems deal with women and their
work -- all types of war}~ -- but in a sub
tle way. While reading, I could easily
see why each story or poem was included
in a particular section; and yet if I
had read the same story or poem separately, a woman's work would not necessarily
be the identifiable theme.
The anthology is broken down into four
parts:
Oppressive work -- to feel burdened,
pressed down spiritually, physically, and
emotionally.
Satisfying work -- to be good at one's
work; to have control over one's work;
to overcome isolation.
Family work -- to work as wives and
mothers, s ometimes in addition to other
jobs.
Transforming work -- to do work that is
either more difficult or different in
form or substance from work done before.
This division works very we ll.

Anyone

reading this anthology would probably
identify herself with many of the women
and their work situations.
The introduction to the anthology is excellent. It gives the background behind
the creation of Women Working as well as
discusses its literary techniques and
themes. In addition to presenting works
of such well-known figures as Tillie
Olson, Willa Cather, Zora Neale Hurston,
Adrienne Rich, Sheila Ballantyne, and
Alice Walker, the anthology also introduces such newly discovered authors as
Wilma Shore, Ellen Bryant Voigt,
Patricia Cumming, and Meridel Lesueur.
One of the best things about this book is
that the editors specifically searched
for literature of the "lost women writers," writers who for one reason or another have become obscure to the public
eye. Before each poem or story there is
biographical and bibliographical information about the author.
This collection is recommended both for
personal and classroom use.
Billie Peterson
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Thomas, Sherry.
We Didn't Have Much, But We
Sure Had Plenty: Stories of
Rural Women.
Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor
Press/Doubleday, 1981.

Sherry Thomas's book is the result of a
ten thousand mile trip "one way across
America to towns so tiny they appeared
only on large-scale Census maps." On
that trip she interviewed more than fifty rural women in an effort to learn
more about the "state of farms and farming, of communities and families, of
traditional women's lives ." Thomas had
an inherent interest in rural women for
she had built a successful California
sheep ranch, had helped begin a magazine
for rural women, and had co-authored
Country Women, a book designed to help
women who planned to be fa rmers.
Another asset which she brought to this
undertaking was a desire to let the
women speak for themselves and to see to
it that th e transcription of the inter-

views accurately reflected their speech.
The result, therefore, smacks of truth.
In particular, the two interviews with
Georgia field hands, Irene Nixon and
Lottie Jackson, ring true in ways that
many transcriptions never do. The author
allows them to speak--both in the original interview and on the printed page.
In addition, as is true of Thomas's trip,
the twelve interviews included in We
Didn't Have Much span the country from
New Mexico to Maine, from Georgia to Minnesota.
Nevertheless, this book didn't completely
live up to its promise. While Thomas's
purpose of showing the variety and differences of rural experience has been
achieved, only in the last two chapters
did the women themselves examine the
meaning of their work. Marion Welsh and
Marie Copp operate a top dairy herd in
Vermont. They recognize and question
the country's move away from small topquality farms. Alice Tripp works on her
husband's farm in Minnesota. She also
teaches school and joined the fight
against a power company's push to cross
farmland with a high-voltage power line.
Later, she ran as a protest candidate
for gove rnor of Minnesota.
We all know rural women who have worked
harder than, and in ways that, city
women would never dream of. Thomas is
right in believing that their voices
should be heard, but the story of backbreaking, mind-dulling work needs the
heightening of fiction (as in Joanna
Godden) or some measure of introspection
and understanding from the women themselves.
Martha Lawry
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Barnstone, Aliki and Willis
Barnstone, Eds.
A Book of Women Poets from
Antiquity to Now.
New York: Schocken Books,
1980.

Crossing a wide territory of time a nd
countries, this anthology samples the
poetry of women poets from the ancient
period of 2300 B.C. through the 20th
century, from the Sumerian to the more

familiar English and American. According to the editors, the highly cultivated civilizations of China, Japan,
India, the Middle East, and Europe produced important, articulate women poets
from the earliest ages. The oral traditions of Africa, the American Indian,
Eskimo, and southeast and central Asia
have preserved women's songs.
A brief biographical sketch precedes
the work of each writer about whom inf ormation was available. The representation of the poets is broad though
uneven. The reviewer does not intend
to cavil, but there was an inconsistency
in the Japanese names, as though the
compilers could not distinguish surnames from forenames. Many of the
tra nslations are by prominent writers
of today, and they read fluently.
The themes of the writings, ranging from
the romantic and philosophical to that
of protest, reflect personal drama, the
natural world, intense observation of
women's roles, and remarkable individuality. The poems need to be read and
reread at a leisurely pace, not gulped
down at one sitting. Perhaps the purpose of the entire volume could best be
expressed in these lines by Leah Goldbe r g (1911-1970), repres enting the
modern Hebrew:
My life is engraved on my poems
as rings show the age of a tree,
a s my ye ars are the wr i nkles of
my forehead.
The reader marvels at the spiritual integrity of some of the writers executed
for poems of political i~port, as the
Chine se poet, Ch'iu Chin (1897-1907):
The perfume o f f r eedom burns my
mi nd
With grief for my country.
When will we ever be c leansed?
Comrades, I say to you,
Spa re no e ffort, struggle unc easingly,
That at last peace may come to
our peop le
And jewelled dresses and deformed feet
Will be abandoned.
And one day, all under he aven

Will see beautiful free women
Blooming like fields of flowers ...
The emotions expressed in the poetry
contained in this volume are the universal ones of love, longing, despair,
anger, contempt, acceptance of circumstances. Witness a mother's concern
for her son about to depart for a position in a far embassy by an anonymous
Japanese woman (ca. 733):
If snow falls on the far field
where travelers
spend the night,
I ask you cranes
to warm my child in your wings.
Many countries are included: France,
Belgium, Switzerland, Canada, Lebanon,
Egypt, Spain, Mexico, Puerto Rico, El
Salvador, Peru, Argentina, Chile, Portugal, Brazil, Italy, Germany, Austria,
the Netherlands, Poland, Rumania, Hungary, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Russia,
the Asian lands, England and the United
States.
A poem by Andree Chedid (1921),
born in Egypt but recognized as an eloquent contemporary French poet, could
summarize the impact of this anthology:
What else can we do
but garden our shadows
while far away
the universe burns and vanishes?
What else can we do
but visit with time
while nearby
time times us to death?
What else can we do
but stop at the horizon
While far away
and nearby - the real collision.
Toyo S. Kawakami
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Olive r, Mary.
Twe lve Moons.
Boston: Little, Brown, 1979.

Twelve Moons, Mary Oliver's fourth book

of poems, is structured around images,
phases perhaps, of the moon, a moon
which reflects light and--in its position as night-traveler, illuminator,
and waxer and waner--human perceptions,
aspirations, dreams. The twelve moons
(pink, flower, stone, strawberry, buck,
sturgeon, harvest, beaver, cold, wolf,
snow, and worm) signify not only the
passing of months and seasons, but also
the ritual of living in a natural world
at once too distant and too close.

no one can live like that." "The frogs
continue to sing ... not even noticing/
you are something else," the speaker
relates. The moment is rlpe for epiphany:

It's easy to become impatient with
Oliver. The book contains some of the
worst excesses of "nature poetry":
pathetic fallacies; sentimentality
("The Fawn," "Christmas Poem"); lack
of depth or rigorous intellectual persistence ("Strawberry Moon," "Worm
Moon"). At times there is plain flat
writing ("light as moths," "unfolding
like wings," a moon that's too often
merely "white") and phrasing that's a
bit too mannered, too precious (as in
"The Lamb").

With poems like that--and phrases like
"one long muscle"--we can forgive pages
of writing that's far less inspired.

And that's when you knuw
you will live whether you will or nut,
one way or another,
because everything is everything else,
one long muscle.
It's no more mysterious than that.

In "The Storm," we encounter a cold so
severe "even the crows, plump/As black
rocks in the cold trees,/Are beginning
to shiver." "What saves them," we're
told, "is thinking that dying/Is only
floating away into/The life of the
snow." The ending of the poem "Lil"
gives us a phrase upon which entire
volumes could be based:
"the pack rat
called old age."

Oliver has a tendency to settle for the
abstract when the poem cries out for
the sharp, the detailed, the complete.
In one poem alone "Harvest Moon--The
Mockingbird Sings," we read of
"smallest ditches," "so many stars,"
"celestial fire," "slow hands," "soft
lips," "dark grapes," "lost planets,"
and, of course, "white moon." Most of
the poems in this volume are well conceived, and give evidence of a sensitive, articulate, moral poetic talent.
The poems deserve better writing, more
attention to craft, perhaps more time.

Mary Oliver does what she does quite
well--usually.
I have a suspicion that
this book came out a year or two before
it should have--a few moons too soon,
perhaps. There's too great a disparity
between the good poems here and those
that are something else.
But Oliver's
at home out under the New England moon,
and she recalls from her youth the shadows cast by Ohio moons. At her best
she's breathtakingly good, an accomplished guide--as in "Neutralities":

The weaknesses can't, in the end
though, ruin Twelve Moons. There are
simply too many surprises for that, too
many fine phrases, lines, poems.
In
"Sleeping in the Forest," for example,
the speaker encounters nature and testifies that "By morning/I had vanished
at least a dozen times into something
better." In "Pink Moon--The Pond,"
a visitor to a pond at night notices
that her coming "stills" the frogs and
insects, but that "little by little the
silence lifts/until song is everywhere." Her soul leaves its body and
"strides out over the water." "It's
a crazy thing to do," we're told, "for

Ice skips over the roads and into Blackwater Pond leaving
patches of death.
In the night
an accident: one lost,
one half-alive. The moon
sinks like the dime that buys
nothing anymore. By morning
a sunrise bright as blood.
I wake
hoping for my friend's life, go out
to Blackwater Woods to see what
daylight makes of it,
and find the ice hardened,
children skating,
dry stalks of goldenrod, tansy-whispering
la la la.
David Citino
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Halley, Anne.
The Bearded Mother.
Amherst: The University of
Massachusetts Press, 1979.

Anne Halley introduces her volume of
poetry in an interesting way. Using
short poetic pieces of Erich Neumann's
The Great Mother (1954), C.G. Jung's
The Relations Between the Ego and the
Unconscious (1934), and Robert Bly's
I Came Out of the Mother Naked (1972)
Halley immediately establishes a basis
for an understanding of her work. Using
Neumann, she defines the Bearded Mother
as a "primordial archetype" combined
of both positive and negative attributes which
Takes form in the imagination
Of man, its representations
Are often monstrous.
And inhuman.
.•. the griffins, sphinxes, harpies,
And also of such monstrosities
As phallic and bearded mothers.
"The Great Mother"
In describing the struggling dialecticalism of the two poles, Halley believes
that they can strike a balance in a creative and productive mutual fertilization:
Just as man brings forth his work
As a complete creation out of
His inner feminine nature,
So the inner masculine side
Of a woman brings forth creative
Seeds which have the power to
fertilize
The feminine side of the man.
"The Relations Between the
Ego and the Unconscious"
Thirdly, Halley defines what happens
to women who lack intercourse with the
world or "other":
If a Scorpio forbids
Her radiation to go out
The rays will turn back on
Her and turn her
to stone.
"I Came Out of the Mother Naked"

In "Prayer to the Mother" Halley considers with much bitterness and mock
repulsion the nature and fate of a
modern bearded mother--that mixture of
male and female "Monstrosity" who dares
usurp masculine privileges:
My only beards should be secret
sacral, properly obscene, hidden
between those towerlike legs of
breathing marble, inside these
faintly
threatening mysteries of armpits,
never flaunt themselves to bristle
in men's sight.
The newly discovered hairs on her chin
are the result of overstepping that
sexual line so carefully drawn by the
patriarchy which Halley refers to as
"the terrible father, the child devourer,/the opinionated sorter,/that
club-fisted flinty great-grandfather
animus" who is clearly threatened by
this rising woman. Halley's prayer for
all these bearded mothers who somehow
manage to cross that sexually defined
barrier is that
... we may not be punished too
cruelly
not be made a myth
not turned to stone.
However, Halley blames women, too, for
their social status. In "Talent: The
Total Woman" Halley attacks those women
whose worlds revolve around pleasing
their men--i.e., being sexually attractive. These women victimize themselves,
for she asserts that the "aftermath" of
a man's sexual favors is "guaranteed":
he will get "no more static" from his
compliant sexual toy.
she'll swing like a revolving door
spin like a yo-yo round the
world
nothing but him to hype her
Although in "Traditional Observances"
her hope is for "Daughters and Sons/
equal to come," if her bitter remonstrances against the "system" are
weighed we can see little chance f or
this quality. Still, in "Coda for
Something Long Gone Wrong," the last
poem in the volume, she reaffirms what
all feminists strive for:

Say we were sick then, fantasize
and say
a peaceable, fantasmal heirdom:
Not what we are but as we willed
to be-Not as we were but as we would
become.
Unfortunately the overall tone of Halley's poetry does not allow us to believe in any "creative and productive
mutual fertilization" between male and
female. Although both Halley and Bly
warn us that forbidding our "radiation
to go out" can turn us to stone,
Halley's overwhelming bitterness can
have the same effect. Despite this and
the fact that her verse is not great by
discerning standards, I'm sure all
feminists would find something in Anne
Halley's poetry which speaks to them;
and for that, it is important.
Marguerite Lee Hefferon
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France, Rachel, Ed.
A Century of Plays By American
Women.
New York: Richards Rosen Press,
Inc., 1979.

Rachel France's stated goal in this collection of twenty-three one-act plays by
American women "is to bring women authors
into the critical mainstream of American
Drama." Because women playwrights have
tended to be part of the avant-garde, refusing to write realistic plays with happy endings, their work, according to
France, has not received the critical attention it deserves. She argues that
their dramatic efforts are an important
and neglected part of our cultural heritage.
In her introduction France describes the
advent of American women playwrights onto
the theatrical scene just before the turn
of the century and traces their fortunes
both on Broadway, in the Little Theatre
Movement, and in the Off Broadway and Off
Off Broadway movements up to the present
time. Most valuable in the introduction
is her account of the social and political milieu in which the women produced
their plays. The individual plays, which
are grouped chronologically, are accompa-

nied by biographical information that
further illustrates the historical role
the particular writers played in the theatrical life of the time.
Although many of the plays in the collection have a certain poignance (one is
made to feel a woman's self-sacrifice for
love in Rachel Crothers' Criss Cross, the
understanding between two women of a
sense of loss in Susan Claspell's The
Outside, and the martyrdom of a woman who
sacrifices herself for her family in Edna
Ferber's The Eldest), one is more struck
by a didactic strain which understandably
haunts women writers in a time when they
have become increasingly aware of their
own plight as well as the plight of others who are repressed. Mary Burrill's
Aftermath, for example, is a thesis play
about the horrors of lynching and prejudice; Sada Cowan's Auf Wiedersehen,
though moving, is a clearly anti-Nazi
thesis play. Many of the plays, such as
Esther M. Hawley's On The Way Home, which
explores postwar adjustment problems,
tend to overstate the problems with which
they deal.
"It's so hard for us to under
stand, " Ann remarks in On the Way Home,
"but it's sort of like being between two
worlds •.. Paul's not a soldier anymore,
but he's not the old easy-going Paul,
either. Not yet."
On the whole, the plays suffer from a
melodramatic tendency to overstate and
an effort to persuade.
Even when such
plays as How the Vote Was Won, by Cicely
Hamilton and Christopher St. John, and
The Independent Female, by Joan Holden,
use humor to discuss feminist concerns,
they contain more discussion than drama.
Those plays that do go beyond rather obvious social, political, or psychological
statements, such as Djuna Barnes' Three
From the Earth and Karen Malpede's Lament
for Three Women, are still clearly minor
pieces of dramatic art.
France's collection, then, does not bring
important neglected plays by women to our
attention.
Its main value lies rather in
its exploration of the historical role of
women playwrights in our society during
the past century.
Katherine H. Burkman
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Wasserstein, Wendy.
Unconunon Women and Others.
New York: Avon Books, 1979.

On the cover of Wendy Wasserstein's Unconunon Women and Others, we read that
this is "a play about five women graduates of a Seven Sisters College six years
later." Actually, though the play begins
in the present at a reunion of five Mount
Holyoke graduates, most of it is a flashback to the college days they have gathered to remember, and we are returned to
the present only briefly at the end.
The play, which has received several productions, including one at the Phoenix
Theatre in New York in 1977, is a farcical romp with a serious theme: the aspirations and fears of young women confronted with life choices in a world in
which the role of women is in flux.
Much
of the ironical effect of the drama stems
from a man reading parts of the Mount
Holyoke Catalogue and parts of an inaugural address of one of the college's
presidents on educational goals for Mount
Holyoke women. His voice is juxtaposed
with scenes of the five girls and three
others they knew talking mainly about
their sexual desires and adventures,
playfully deciding which one of themselves they would marry if they had to
choose, and champing at the bit of "gracious living" under the eagle eye of Mrs.
Plumm, a caricature of all the housemothers one could imagine.
With a certain degree of Shavian wit,
Wasserstein has her characters put each
other, their world, and themselves down.
Rita, a would-be novelist both in college
and at the reunion, purposefully messes
up a graduation interview in the publishing world because she refuses "to live
down to expectation." She deals with the
future, through fantasy.
"I pretend I am
Picara in a picaresque novel and this is
only one episode in a satiric life." The
five girls share a similar viewpoint
about themselves, though they often confess their uncertainties in semi-serious
tones. Kate, for example, a successful
lawyer who was well on her way to her
career in college, is accused fondly by
her classmate, Muffet, of being "born in
Holiday Magazine." But in flashback Kate

confesses her fear of becoming the victim
of the programmed life she has planned
for herself.
"Suddenly there I' 11 be,"
she says of her future, "an Uncommon Woman ready to meet the future with steadiness, gaiety and a profession, and what's
more I'll organize it all with time to
blow dry my hair every morning." And
Samantha, who plans in her college days
to live in the shadow of others' achieve··
ments, is still searching for her identity at the reunion and putting down the
possibilities.
"I was going to join a
women's group," she tells her friends at
their reunion, "but I couldn't decide
what to take--macrame, breadmaking, or
consciousness rap."
Significantly absent at the reunion is
Susie Friend, the character who lacks a
satirical sense of herself and is made
most fun of by the group. Susie is always pleased with herself, but the others
have the good sense to be aware of the
difficulties, present and future, in being a woman and in being a person. Wasserstein stylizes their views, giving
them long speeches of self-analysis which
are saved from being mere discussions of
feminist issues by the speakers' sense of
humor.
"I suppose this isn't a very impressive sentiment," Muffet confesses in
one of her long speeches, "but I would
really like to meet my prince. Even a
few princes. And I wouldn't give up being a person.
I'd still remember all the
Art History dates."
When we are returned to the reunion at
the play's end, Holly, the wealthy member
of the group who is working on her third
masters degree, confesses she has been
afraid to see them over the years since
she feels she is the only one who hasn't
made choices.
She also confesses that
she misses the "cqmfort and acceptance"
she felt from them in the past. Kate,
who says she does not wish to go back,
admits she still wants to see them all.
"We knew we were natural resources before
anyone decided to tap us," she says. And
so the play ends on a note of communion
in which the women, still seeking their
identities, still protecting themselves
from each other and a difficult world
through their satiric sense, seem to find
some strength through reunion.
Katherine H. Burkman
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